has been conducted
x. y, z position coordinates in right-handed system, see Fig. 2 (m A study of the flow quality at the exit of the facility nozzle was previously conducted _. A Pitot probe rake was employed to map the exit Pitot pressure and additionally the flowfield at the exit of the nozzle was visualized.
Silane ( While the temperature at the bottom of the hole is less than local duct surface temperature, the effect of the hole, which alters the conduction path, is to raise the local duct surface temperature, and these effects olivet. Six "eroding" K-type thermocouples from Nanmac Corp., 7.9 mm diameter and incorporating a carbon-steel sheath, are located in the carbon-steel duct. The thermocouple junction for these probes is located flush to the duct flow surface. Over timc, the juncti_,_n is removed by the hot flow, but can be regenerated using sandpaper.
Since the probe material is predominantly carbon-steel, the same as the duct, this probe also measures the unperturbed duct surface temperature.
CARS Technique
Optical System
The CARS system uses an unseeded Spectra-Physics DCR-4 pulsed Nd:YAG laser frequency doubled to 532 nm. The nominal power is 550 mJ per pulse in the green, repetition rate is 10 Hz, and nominal line width is less than I cm j. Beams arc horizontally or "p" polarized with respect to the plane of the optical system. A broadband dye laser is employed in the system. This laser consists of an oscillator cavity, lormed between a total reflecting mirror and a 30e,_ rellector, and a single amplifier stage. Two identical dye cells are uscd, one in the oscillator and one the amplifier, through which flows rhodamine 640 in methanol. Alter separating the 532 nm from residual 1064 nm with dichroic mirrors, the 532 nm beam is split. One beam with 45% of the total power is used to pump the dye laser, split 22% to the oscillator and 7'8% to an amplifier.
Pump beams are loosely focused on the dye cell, nearly parallel to the dye laser beam. Cell windows are at the Brewster angle to minimize rellcctions and ensure the dye laser is "p" polarized. Thc wavelength is centered between 605 nm and 606 nm by adjusting the dye concentration,
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matching the Raman shift of nitrogen. The pixel location of the start of the theoretical spectra is allowed to float +10 pixels from a nominal position in 0.3 pixel increments. The combination of temperature, concentration, and pixel location that produces the least mean square deviation between theory and data is selected.
Theoretical CARS spectra are generated using the program CARSFT _. The combustion gases are assumed to be a mixture of nitrogen and non-resonant buffet" gas, both having non-resonant susceptibility of 8.5×10 ts cm/erg. The nominal static pressure is assumed to be I atmosphere.
In fact, as may be seen in Fig. 7 . the pressure at the CARS planes is as much as 20 kPa below and 35 kPa above. The error introduced by this assumption is estimated by calculating theoretical spectra over a range of pressures and temperatures and fitting to them assuming 1 atmosphere pressure. The difference between fit and true temperatures (fit minus true) is about 25 K per 10 kPadifference from 1 atmosphere tbr Fs near 2000 K.
The Exponential Gap Model tbr collisional narrowing of the Raman line shape is used: a Voigt model was also tried and tbund to make little difference tbr the test conditions.
A 532 nm laser line width of I cm -_ is assumed: spectra are not sensitive to 532 nm laser line width for the test conditions. An experimentally determined instrument probe function is used.
Temperatures from 150 K to 3000 K in increments of 25 K. and 29 non-uniformly spaced concentrations of nitrogen are used in the library. Typical spectra at several temperatures and concentrations are shown in Fig. 4 giving an indication of the sensitivity of the spectra to these variables AIAA-2002-0743 this problem. The first is to allow the pixel location of the start of the theoretical CARS spectra to float in the fitting process, as described.
The second is to estimate the reference spectrum fiom the run data itsel/: The technique is inspired by the observation that the directly measured dye-laser spectra could be accurately fit to a Gaussian function.
The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The first step is to analyze the data from a given run using the reference spectrum obtained with the refi'igerant gas at the end of a set of runs. For a particular laser pulse, spectrum A is the best-fit theoretical CARS spectrum, B is the measured CARS spectrum (prior to normalization by the reference spectrum), and C, the ratio of B to A, is an estimate of the reference spectrum for this particulm" shot. All such estimates for a given run are averaged, and then fit to a The measurements agreed satisfactorily with calculation at an equivalence ratio less than or equal to one. However, for hydrogen rich flames, the measured temperature is, on average, nearly 150 K high. It is suspected that this is a problem with the way the CARS spectra are modeled in the presence of excess hydrogen, rather than with the experiment. hydrogen S(10) rotational linc is located at a Raman shift of 2267.5 cm -_ (compare Fig. 4) x ; 978 mm,,+.j ....
700
"" Data Since the duct is uncooled, surface temperatures vary greatly during the course of the run. In the copper section, temperature is typically about~360 K at the start American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 9 of fuelinjection butrisestoashighas~610K.Inthe carbon steel section, ittypically is~440Katthestart and ashighas-950Kattheend. These variations insurtace temperature areleast-squares fit tothesolution forwall temperature of a semi-infinite bodyatinitiallyuniform temperature T,. subject to steps in surthce heat flux from zero to q, at time t,_and from qo to q, + q_ at h: 2qo ]c_,(t-r,)t'ott,,
The fit parameters are T,, q,. and q_ and the fit is conducted out to t = 11 s. Ideally, each consecutive data point would be acquired at a randomly selected location and plane. Reallife constraints prevent this. Motion from one point to the next takes significant time: it" it is required to move between randomly selected points during the course of a limited-time facility run, the number of data points acquired would be considerably reduced. Changing from one plane to the next required shutdown of the thcility and hardware changes, Thus, all data at a given plane are acquired consecutively. Data are acquired either at the fixed points or during continuous constant velocity motion, as described.
However, the order of this data acquisition and directions of the individual motions is randomized.
The CARS temperature data are all fit to a cosine series bivariate function of order 5 at plane 1 and order 6 at the other planes, with the number of fit paratneters respectively 21 and 28. Fits are performed using After obtaining the estimated mean temperature surfaces, the square of the deviation between measurement and mean at each of the measurement locations is evaluated. These squared deviation points are similarly fitted to a cosine series bivariate function of order 5. Standard deviation of these fits ranges from 78000 K-' to 190000 K 2. Thus, the fitted function represents an estimate of the mean squared deviation distribution with uncertainty from 15000 K 2 to 32000 K 2.
Or. taking typical values of uncertainty and mean square deviation then tbrming a percentage, uncertainty of order +25000/3002× 100 = +28%. It should be emphasized that this large uncertainty is purely as a result of insufficient data points, i.e., as n gets large it will become small. An additional error in mean squared deviation arises from CARS instrument precision. Expressed as a standard deviation, it was given as~100 K. Thus. the experimental fitted mean squared deviation surface is everywhere of
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order 10000 K 2 high due to instrument precision. Given these high levels of uncertainty and error, the mean squared deviation surface fits may be only qualitatively useful. The hot region close to the top wall (temperatures as high as -2300 K), and to a lesser extent that near the bottom, are probably ones in which the fuel-air ratio is nearly stoichiometric.
The cooler region near the center (as low as~1500 K) is probably fuel rich. Injected fuel has
probably not penetrated to the sidewalls (-12(X) K to 1300 K). Data are not acquired at planes 6 and 7 in the piloted case due to lack of time. However, similarity in the pressure distributions between piloted and unpiloted cases 
